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Micro-level translation of corporate sustainability: 

when strategy meets practice in the Danish hospitality sector

 

ABSTRACT

Corporate Sustainability provides a frame of reference for making business behaviour more 

ethical and environmentally sound. Despite good intentions, however, Corporate 

Sustainability strategies come with the risk of being decoupled from organizational 

practices. This article addresses this inconsistency by examining how Corporate 

Sustainability strategies are transformed into organizational work practices in the hospitality 

sector, where waste generation and the consumption of water and energy are major 

environmental liabilities. This paper is based on a micro-level inquiry into three Danish 

hotels in which the translation perspective in organizational research is adopted to analyze 

how both managers and front-line employees engage in translation work. Two modes of 

organizational translation are distinguished: first, high-mode translation, signifying upper 

management’s transformation of ideas about sustainability into strategies, standards and new 

labels in order to signal uniqueness; and secondly, operational-mode translation, where 

lower-level managers and front-line employees (a) adapt and appropriate sustainability 

strategies designed by top management, and (b) themselves engage as employees in bottom 

up-driven sustainability translation. This study offers new insights into the micro-level 

translation of Corporate Sustainability, complementing the strategic perspective that has 

hitherto dominated research into Corporate Sustainability. 

Keywords: corporate sustainability; environmental sustainability active translators; 

translation; hospitality; sustainability practices; Denmark
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1. Introduction

Corporate Sustainability (CS) provides a frame of reference for organizations to think 

beyond their shareholders and work with stakeholders with respect to their impact on 

environmental protection, economic development and social equality (Egels-Zandén, 2016). 

Although CS strategies and initiatives are spreading both across and within industrial 

sectors, the expected changes seem to be lagging behind (Meyer et al., 2019). Despite good 

intentions, CS strategies come with the risk of being decoupled from organizational practices 

(Jamali, 2010). Indeed, implementation is difficult, since CS may introduce new costs for 

the organization (Delmas and Montes-Sancho, 2010). 

Much of the current research on CS concentrates on how top management 

strategically positions the organization in relation to sustainability (Aguinis and Glavas, 

2012). However, this tells us only a little about what organizations actually do and tends to 

downplay the intra-organizational and micro-level aspects of how they engage in CS, even 

though both top-down and bottom-up processes are important (Egels-Zandén and Rosén, 

2015). This means that there is only limited knowledge about the practices of sustainability 

in organizations (Engert and Baumgartner, 2015). This is a critical shortcoming, since 

“black-boxing” the actual process of implementing CS prevents an understanding of how 

CS is actually acted upon in organizations as they strive to solve the environmental 

challenges that society is facing so intensively.

The purpose of the current paper is to embrace what could be termed the “micro turn” 

in CS research by focusing on what happens at the intra-organizational level when 

companies strive to translate CS strategies into practice. To investigate the processes in 

which CS strategies meet organizational practice, we adopt the organizational translation 

perspective as advocated by scholarship in Scandinavian institutionalism (Czarniawska and 

Sevón, 2005). From this perspective, CS represents a “travelling idea” (Czarniawska and 

Joerges, 1996) that is likely to be interpreted and adapted so as to find a “contextual fit” 

(Ansari et. al., 2010) when being transformed into organization-specific procedures and new 

workplace practices by individuals in organizations (translators). 
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As such, translations in micro-level arenas within the organization are important in 

exploring the fate and effectiveness of CS strategies (Stål et al., 2015). This approach 

complements the existing CS literature, which tends to black-box the implementation 

process to concentrate instead on the strategic level, as reflected in the focus on owners 

(Amaeshi et al. 2016), boards and top management teams (Rao and Tilt, 2016), or to develop 

the CS “business case” (e.g. Salzmann et al., 2005). 

Rather than keeping solely to the strategic and upper management levels, this study 

shows how translators at lower levels of the corporate hierarchy are clearly more than just 

passive adopters of CS strategies, as they work as “active translators” themselves (Sahlin 

and Wedlin, 2017). In other words, they perform a central role in adapting and appropriating 

CS strategies (Boxenbaun, 2006). The translation perspective allows us to go beyond the 

strategic aim to show the particular nuances of activities and efforts of organizational 

members capturing actual manifestations of sustainability in the organization. The ambition 

of this paper is to embrace such characteristics, guided by the following research question: 

How are Corporate Sustainability strategies translated into organizational work practices? 

To answer this question, this paper draws on the results of a qualitative case study 

of how three Danish hotels have translated their CS strategies into practice. CS has a distinct 

meaning and currency in the hospitality sector, as waste generation and in particular the 

consumption of water and energy are among its major environmental liabilities (Smerecnik 

and Andersen, 2011). At the same time, in tackling environmental concerns, it is not merely 

the hotel managers who are involved: frontline employees also have a role to play in creating 

more sustainable forms of conduct and thereby translating the hotel’s sustainability strategy 

into practice. 

This paper adds to our knowledge of how sustainability and environmental work is 

done by organizations in two ways. First, the study draws attention to the difference between 

developing strategies for sustainability and practicing sustainability in organizations. This 

acknowledges the significance of studying the micro-processes of implementing 

sustainability in organizations. By using a translation perspective and emphasizing 

employees’ practices, the connection between the focus on fundamental sustainability in 

society and corporate sustainability practices is revealed. Therefore, this study offers a 

complementary perspective to the current literature, which often pays only limited attention 

to the intra-organizational perspective of adopting CS. Secondly, the paper provides a 
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modest extension to translation theory by developing two modes of translation, one 

concerning upper management’s transformation of ideas about sustainability into strategies, 

standards and new labels, the other describing lower-level managers and front-line 

employees’ translation work. This double focus produces new insights into the micro-level 

translation of CS. 

The paper is structured as follows. The next section provides a review of existing 

approaches to understanding CS adaption in organizations. Section 3 then provides an 

overview of translation theory, while Section 4 describes the case-study methodology used 

in the paper. Section 5 presents the empirical findings. Section 6 discusses the findings and 

implications for practice and research. The final section concludes the paper.

2. Background Literature: Corporate Sustainability

While the literature on CS in organizations is both variegated and dispersed, this paper 

identifies four perspectives of relevance to our approach: the strategic perspective, the 

organizational behavioral perspective, the institutional perspective, and the translation 

perspective. 

First, a burgeoning share of the literature considers the adoption and implementation 

of CS from the strategic perspective. This stream of literature has focused extensively on 

whether it actually pays to do good (Salzmann et al., 2005), and in particular, whether there 

is a positive relationship between CS and financial performance or similar measures 

(Aguinis and Glavas, 2012). This literature has tended to exclude the actual 

operationalization of CS to concentrate instead on the role of top management and strategic 

responses to CS, addressing how competitive advantages can be created (Sharma and 

Vredenburg, 1998), and the importance of organizational capabilities (Aragón-Correa and 

Sharma, 2003). An exception is a case study of the implementation of a sustainability 

strategy in a Swedish industrial company, showed how both top-down and bottom-up 

activities have an influence on the implementation process (Egels-Zandén and Rosén, 2015).

Second, CS has also been analyzed from organizational behavioral perspectives, 

directing greater attention towards the contextualized and intra-organizational aspects of CS. 

Engert and Baumgartner (2016) study the internal conditions for achieving the successful 

implementation of a CS strategy. With regard to such characteristics, the implementation of 

sustainability strategies is strengthened through an appropriate organizational culture, 
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leadership, management control, employee motivation and qualifications, and 

communication (Engert and Baumgartner, 2016). These different characteristics are 

unevenly emphasized in the literature, the main focus being on culture, employee motivation 

and qualifications. Rama et al. (2009) emphasize how effective CS implementation requires 

sufficient CS competencies at the employee level and individual capacities, such as clarity 

of roles and responsibilities among actors within the organization. This could, for example, 

imply training in environmental knowledge, which has been shown to have an impact on 

environmental performance (Moraes et al., 2018) and competitive advantages (Singh et al., 

2019). Relatedly, initial steps have been taken to provide an informed role for human 

resource management (HRM) in sustainability practice, and Jabbour et al. (2019) have 

developed an integrative Green HRM framework to enable the integration of HRM into the 

circular economy business model. Furthermore, decision-makers’ commitment has been 

demonstrated as positively influencing both internal and external green supply-chain 

management practices (Singh and El-Kassar, 2019). In a similar vein, scholars have 

investigated the relationship between CS and employees’ organizational identification 

(Aguinis and Glavas, 2013) and engagement (Caligiuri et al., 2013), finding it to be positive. 

Overall, these studies provide knowledge of the relatively generic underlying 

perceptions and psychological mechanisms that can influence the potential success of CS 

implementation, but they pay less attention to actual localized implementation processes. 

Third, other scholars take an institutional perspective to shown how contextual forces 

such as cultural, legal, economic, and political influence change (Budhwar et al., 2018) and 

how CS initiatives can easily become decoupled from what is a complex and dynamic reality 

(Bromley et al., 2012). The importance of organizational legitimacy is a prime focus of this 

perspective, as such legitimacy is acquired through the decision to adopt CS strategies 

(Darnall, 2006), being related to the institutional pressures to conform to environmental and 

social expectations (Husted and Allen, 2006) and stakeholder demands (Jamali, 2010). 

This literature views implementation as a rather cumbersome process and offers 

explanations for decoupling, including the voluntariness of adopting sustainability measures 

as a reason for poor coupling when no sanction against non-compliance is apparent (Delmas 

and Montes-Sancho, 2010). Another explanation is that internal dependence among 

organizational units and the modest diffusion of sustainability standards creates significant 

resistance, resulting in uneven adoption throughout the organization (Jamali, 2010). This 
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literature offers a thorough account of the application, diffusion and outcomes of aspects 

such as decoupling and symbolic conformity, but it provides limited intra-organizational 

knowledge about the micro-processes at play during CS implementation. 

Fourth, and of particular interest to the present study, a few studies adopt an 

organizational translation perspective. With its roots in institutional theory, this perspective 

has introduced the concept of translation as an alternative to the diffusion and decoupling 

approaches (Wæraas and Nielsen, 2016). These studies either examine CS or, relatedly, 

Corporative Social Responsibility (CSR) as travelling ideas that are picked up and adapted 

by organizational actors (Boxenbaum, 2006) or in policy chains (Stål et al., 2015). In doing 

so, the implementation of sustainability requires management to keep the coupling between 

business efficiency and environmental orientation flexible rather than rigid (Strannegård, 

2000).

In their translation study, motivated by actor network theory (ANT), Allen et al. 

(2018) show that, although the overall vision for sustainability did not entirely manifest itself 

at the operational level, sustainability was ‘translated into actor-networks that produce the 

effect of specialized expertise and functional differentiation’ (Allen et al., 2018, p. 38). In 

doing so, non-human entities were found to be important mediators in translating 

sustainability, and they also shaped the activities that were related to sustainability. These 

activities included measurement devices; accounting procedures used for waste, water and 

energy use; using computer systems to set temperatures and control heating; and the 

benchmarking of waste, energy and water performance. Translation studies have taken the 

first steps in revealing how CS is met and molded by an organization’s norms and values. 

Within the field of CS, translation studies are still rare. Table 1 provides a summary 

of the four perspectives:

----    Insert table 1 about here ----

The following section takes further the translation perspective used in the present 

study. This perspective looks beyond management rhetoric and strategies to demonstrate 

how CS translation processes are localized and dynamic, offering an analytic lens for 

understanding the reproduction, appropriation and adaptation of sustainability strategies.
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3. Theoretical approach: organizational translation 

Over the past few decades, the translation theory perspective has become increasingly 

influential in organization studies (Sahlin and Wedlin, 2017). Based on the “travel of ideas” 

metaphor (Czarniawska and Joerges 1996), scholarship in Scandinavian institutionalism 

developed the notion of “translation” to advance new understandings of the continuing 

spread of management ideas, concepts and standards such as Total Quality Management 

(TQM) and lean management (Czarniawska and Sevón, 1996). As noted by Stål et al. (2015), 

there are different ways of using the notion of translation, which has been applied in various 

academic fields, such as Actor Network Theory and knowledge-based theory. However, in 

the Scandinavian institutionalism perspective, by contrast, the objects of translation are 

management ideas, concepts and practices (Wæraas and Nielsen, 2016).

From a translation perspective, travelling ideas like CS are perceived as fluid entities 

that do not remain unchanged when moving from one context to another (Nielsen, 

Mathiassen & Newell, 2014). Translation is about transformation: ‘to set something in a new 

place or another point in time is to construct it anew’ (Czarniawska 2009, p. 425), it being 

understood as the process ‘in which ideas and models are adapted to local contexts as they 

travel across time and space’ (Lamb and Currie 2012, p. 219). Hence, when management 

ideas are introduced in a new organizational context, they are not applied directly, ‘as is’, 

but are reformulated, reshaped and redefined every time they are adopted by individuals or 

organizations. For example, Morris and Lancaster’s (2006) study of lean management in the 

construction industry shows how ideas are reformulated and re-contextualized because of 

the ‘“distance” between the original arenas of the idea and its new one’ (Morris and 

Lancaster, 2006, p. 207). Consequently, it is expected that neither the management idea itself 

nor the adopting organization will come out of the translation process unchanged (Sahlin 

and Wedlin, 2017).

In organizational research, translation scholars tend to focus on intra-organizational 

translation efforts (Røvik, 2016), often through an examination of how management ideas 

are mixed pragmatically with organizational practices and traditions, creating variation in 

practice (Ansari et al., 2010). The ways in which management ideas are endowed with 

meaning during implementation are therefore profoundly conditioned by existing local 

circumstances (Czarniawska and Sevón, 2005). 
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By emphasizing how management ideas are customized for use in specific 

organizational contexts, translation scholars have underlined the importance of studying 

agency (Boxenbaum and Pedersen, 2009), thereby placing the actors’ appropriation and use 

of travelling ideas at the center of their research (van Grinsven et al., 2016). Accordingly, a 

multiplicity of micro-level actors, such as managers, human-resource management staff and 

front-line employees, referred to in the literature as ‘translators’, are expected to exert their 

own influence on the implementation of management ideas as they strive to appropriate, 

repurpose and adapt them to ensure their acceptance in the new context (Gond and 

Boxenbaum, 2013). During such translation work, organizational actors may reproduce or 

copy some elements of a traveling management idea while altering, reinforcing or neglecting 

others (Røvik, 2016). 

Overall, translation research in organization studies offers an analytical perspective 

that can deepen our understanding of what happens when CS strategies meet practice, while 

also taking the first steps in opening up the black box of CS translation to the level of front-

line employees. In other words, an additional emphasis is introduced on micro-level 

translation work performed at the lower levels of the corporate hierarchy in order to depict 

more clearly how translation can take different forms. More specifically, in order to learn 

more about micro-level translation, the translation work performed by employees in, for 

instance, hotel kitchens and reception areas has been emphasized as CS enters and is adapted 

by the hospitality industry.

4. Research design

This research uses a qualitative case-study design which aims to advance in-depth 

understandings of a particular phenomenon by means of qualitative data, instead of using 

metrics of frequency and quantity to tease out new insights (Stake, 1995). This approach is in 

accordance with our goal of studying the dynamics of how CS strategies meet practice in the 

Danish hospitality sector. In addition, it follows the core belief among translation scholars that 

they should rely on a qualitative research design (Nielsen et al., 2019).

The study is designed as a single embedded case-study approach to examining how 

CS strategies translate into organizational practices in the hospitality sector. The three 

embedded cases chosen to investigate this were strategically selected as presenting 

sustainability as an aspect of their business models and strategic thinking. For each hotel, 
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CS is embedded in strategies, and they all have a vision of how sustainability efforts may 

help to address their energy, water and waste-generation challenges. The sampled hotels can 

be categorized as intensive case studies (Patton, 1990) providing a suitable tool for 

conceptual development (Yin, 2014).

We call the three hotels the Viking, Hotel Butterfly and King Forest for reasons of 

confidentiality. This resulted in a study using empirical data across three organizations of 

the translation work performed by hotel managers and frontline employees, representing a 

contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context (Yin, 2014). 

The embedded design made it possible to embrace illustrations from a number of 

organizations, thereby including more robust data compared to studying a single organization 

(Yin, 2014). Thus, the inclusion of several hotels makes the constant comparative method 

possible (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). This replication logic ‘involves the process of 

continuously comparing new data to extant data’ (Linneberg and Korsgaard, 2019, p. 266) and 

supported the analytical work by means of confirmation, enhancement, or disconfirmation of 

findings throughout the study.

4.1 Three embedded case studies

The Viking is part of a Nordic hotel chain which in 1993 made a strategic decision to become 

a leader in sustainability practices and to drive the development of sustainability in the hotel 

sector. The chain initiated the now global practice of saying to its guests, ‘Hang up your 

towel if you want to use it again’. The first hotel in the chain earned its Nordic Ecolabel 

certification in 1999, and by the end of 2016, 180 hotels had earned either this or the EU’s 

Ecolabel certification, including the Viking, which was stressing sustainability even before 

its opening in 2012. For example, it has solar panels on the roof and an energy-generating 

lift.

Hotel Butterfly is part of a small but growing hotel chain, located primarily in 

Denmark. This hotel opened in 2007 and is the biggest hotel in the chain, as well as being 

the first to achieve sustainability certification. Hotel Butterfly emphasizes its focus on 

sustainability and, since the chain’s hotels occupy older buildings, also on restoration rather 

than construction. The focus on sustainability comes from the owners of the hotel and has 

evolved over the years.
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King Forest, completed in 2009, was built in accordance with the EU’s Green 

Building Program standard. It is a high-end, modern hotel and conference facility, part of a 

global chain that includes several hotel brands and that operates on a franchise basis. Solar 

panels on the south side of the hotel provide about 10% of the hotel’s energy consumption, 

the rest coming from the production of sustainable energy. Moreover, the cooling and 

heating system is groundwater-based and located under the hotel. The hotel claims that its 

energy consumption is less than half of that of similar hotels. 

4.2 Empirical materials

Data collection was carried out during the second and third trimesters of 2017. In order to 

validate our findings continuously, multiple data sources were used, mainly semi-structured 

interviews, but also observation, e-mail correspondence and video calls with key informants, 

reviews of internal presentation materials, sustainability reports, homepages and press 

releases, and photos of the sustainability elements at issue. The main data sources are 

summarized in Table 2 below. 

---- insert table 2 about here ------

Interviews were conducted in three rounds, the first of which was completed in April 

2017, the second in June 2017, and the third in November 2017. To understand how 

corporate sustainability was translated in the three selected hotels, the majority of the 

informants were frontline employees and middle managers at the operational level, not those 

involved at the hotel’s strategic or management levels. However, to provide rich insights 

into the underlying processes of operational perspectives and the context involved, 

management-level perspectives were also addressed. The inclusion of both managers and 

lower-level employees enabled triangulation, thereby increasing the validity of our findings.

A total of 25 verbatim interviews with hotel employees and managers were 

conducted and transcribed, all interviews being carried out in person at their respective 

hotels. The interview guide was developed on the basis of a review of the sustainability 

literature, translation theory, and an expert interview with the Danish Hospitality Industry 
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Association, which had been involved in providing courses on sustainability for hotel staff 

and was responsible for the CS certifications. This enriched our knowledge of sustainability 

in the hospitality industry. To steer the empirical investigation, a semi-structured interview 

guide was developed, in which questions were based on translation theory to cover the same 

themes for all hotel employees. These covered themes such as informants’ understandings 

and perceptions of sustainability, the role of sustainability and sustainability policies at the 

hotel and, in particular, their thoughts on the applicability of sustainability to their everyday 

work practices. The focus on interviewees’ everyday work sparked questions uncovering the 

employees’ particular job tasks and how such tasks might or might not relate to 

sustainability. Interviews with upper management also covered these themes, but managers 

were in addition asked about strategic role of sustainability and future directions. However, 

to familiarize ourselves with each hotel and its context and ultimately to spark the possibility 

of theoretical development, interviews were fairly open (Alvesson and Kärremann, 2007). 

Access to each hotel was provided by the sustainability officers or responsibility 

managers, all of whom were interviewed in the first round. They were then asked to help 

identify a number of employees we could interview in the second and third rounds. In each 

hotel, these employees represented at least three key areas: kitchen, reception and 

housekeeping. However, other areas were also included when possible and relevant. 

 

4.3 Data analysis

To guide the empirical work, the inference mechanism of abduction was applied. With 

respect to our data collection, translation theory was used to direct what was a fairly open 

study, allowing us to adopt a reflexive and sensitive approach (Alvesson and Kärremann, 

2007). Already during data collection, employee-initiated sustainability practices that were 

loosely related to the overall strategies encountered, as well as CS initiatives that had been 

developed and institutionalized from below, instead of trickling down through the hierarchy, 

were revealed. This observation sharpened our curiosity about operational-mode translation, 

while following an abductive form of reasoning that assisted us in rethinking aspects of 

current translation theory (Pierce, 1978). 

Collecting and analyzing the empirical materials were intertwined processes, 

allowing initial codes to be developed during the construction of the empirical materials, as 

already described (Linneberg and Korsgaard, 2019). Having gained an understanding of 
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what was surprising in the empirical material, a formal Nvivo coding process was used. 

Focusing on abductive inferences led us to adopt a dynamic approach to the formal coding 

procedure, comprising descriptive (1st order) and interpretative (2nd order) themes (Corley 

and Gioia, 2004). The formal coding began with first-order coding, which is characterized 

by staying true to the informants’ own terms. The insights that had already been gained 

during the interviews and from initial readings of the transcripts allowed the researchers to 

point out specific themes related to, for example, the origin of sustainability ideas at each 

hotel, which resulted in broader second-order themes, including the most notable themes 

such as ‘standards as structuring devices’ and ‘employee proactivity’. The remaining 

second-order themes were created by repeatedly revisiting the academic literature and the 

empirical materials to establish precise codes by looking at how the concept of CS was 

translated at the top management level (called ‘high-mode translation’), as well as by lower 

level managers and front-line employees (called ‘operational-mode translation’). The coding 

structure is depicted in Table 3 showing the successive first, second and third coding cycles, 

as well as the progressions from data to concepts and from interviewee-centric codes to more 

abstract aggregations (Linneberg and Korsgaard, 2019).

- Insert Table 3 around here -

5. Findings

Drawing on the data collected from the three hotels, this section shows how the translation 

activities can be divided into high-mode translation and operational-mode translation. 

While high-mode translation signifies how upper management translates sustainability 

concerns into strategies, standards and organization-specific labels, operational-mode 

translation concentrates on how lower level managers and front-line employees adapt and 

appropriate sustainability strategies designed by top management, as well as engaging 

proactively in their own employee-driven sustainability initiatives.

5.1 High-mode translation

Three empirical categories that define the high-mode translation perspective, namely 

strategizing, labelling and standardization, are distinguished within the data. 
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Strategizing 

Corporate sustainability was initiated in different ways and with different rationales at the 

three hotels. The business side of the motivation behind CS adoption was important to all 

three hotels. Generally, it was stressed that ‘We are in the business of making money’, and it 

was clear that the economic feasibility of CS functions as the backbone of decisions related 

to sustainability in all three cases. King Forest had a strong sustainability strategy formulated 

for it even before the hotel was built: ‘We not only want to be a sustainable hotel, we want 

to be one of the world’s greenest and most sustainable hotels’ (Sustainability officer). When 

the Viking chain introduced its goals regarding environmental responsibility in 1993, the 

main rationale was to minimize the environmental impacts of its activities. This continued 

to be the company’s main strategy, albeit with a shifting focus over time depending on the 

chain’s CEO: ‘We got a new CEO this summer, and he says that his heart is beating for 

social sustainability’ (Sustainability officer). At Hotel Butterfly, the sustainability strategy 

was left implicit rather than being stated explicitly, but it was treated as a natural part of 

operating the hotel:

It’s deeply embedded, especially in the owner couple. They both grew up in families 

with old-fashioned values; if there are leftovers from the day before, you of course eat 

them before you cook new food. If something is broken, you try to fix it rather than just 

throwing it away and buying something new. (Sustainability officer)

As such, the CS vision was fostered by the owners’ interest in local organic food, furniture 

restoration and much more.

Labelling

The three hotels labelled their CS work quite differently. King Forest took the strategic 

decision to use ‘responsible hospitality’ to signal its uniqueness, a deliberate decision aimed 

at making itself distinct and at standing out from other, broader perceptions of CS. The 

Butterfly considered the notion of CSR to have negative connotations, as it was associated 

with buying indulgences etc., so the hotel adopted the ‘sustainability’ label instead to 

emphasize how sustainability involved a greater level of commitment than just sorting waste 

and donating to charity. The Viking introduced the concept of ‘social sustainability’, a 

modification of the original idea of sustainability, to include both environmental and social 
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issues. As such, each hotel labelled its CS concept differently, and relabelling took place in 

each case, local ‘identity markers’ (Sevón, 1996) being linked to the hotels’ various 

sustainability efforts.

Standardizing

The translation work performed by top management was closely associated with the 

selection of CS standards. The three hotels adopted a variety of different CS standards, as 

depicted in Table 4. 

----- Insert table 4 about here -----

Standards were chosen by upper management and influenced by the sustainability officers. 

They were selected in order to guide and focus on sustainability work and to be able to 

present a certificate to verify their sustainability work. However, selecting CS standards is 

no trivial task, as our respondents noted:   

It was really hard to find, you know, it’s a jungle with certifications. Thank God, we 

took the Green Globe. (Sustainability officer, Hotel Butterfly)

You see, we have taken a big step with the Nordic Ecolabel. It’s the entire experience 

that is certified – it’s not just soap and chemicals. So maybe we have taken it too far, 

because people are actually not really conscious about the things we do around here. 

Green key is something they know better. And it’s easier to communicate, it relates 

more to the hotel sector. (Sustainability officer, The Viking)

We wanted something ambitious with international recognition. We could have chosen 

a different one than DS 49001, but not for now. (Sustainability officer, King Forest)

In the three hotels, the selected CS standards function as a structuring device or as guidance 

for the translation of strategies into practice in the sense that they pick out areas to which the 

hotel needs to attend. Yearly audits accompanying the selected standard can confirm the 

hotels’ sustainability approach and/or push it to undertake further development. In this way, 

the translation of a standard into a hotel-specific procedure became a dialogue between 

organizational managers and external auditors. King Forest has DS 49001 certification, 

which covers more or less everything from human rights to environmental issues. It is 
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characterized by relatively broad guidelines, based on which the hotel, led by the 

sustainability officer, formulates its own interpretation. Explaining the complexity of the 

process of translating the broad guidelines, she viewed the audit visits in a positive light:

Well, of course, I’m anxious, but in a positive way, not nervous. We always look 

forward to the audits and … actually we had new auditors the last time and it was very 

nice to get a totally new perspective on things. (Sustainability officer, King Forest)

Hotel Butterfly has achieved accreditations according to the renowned state-certified 

ecolabel for organic foods. After a very thorough audit process, it also received Green Globe 

certification, which covers both environmental and social responsibility. The sustainability 

officer elaborated on the choice of this certification:

We have chosen Green Globe because it is ambitious, and it challenges us each time 

we have an audit… We needed a true sparring partner, someone who could really be 

critical about the way we do things. (Sustainability officer, Butterfly)

The harder it is to achieve, the easier it is to maintain – that has been our experience. 

Being subjected to scrutiny that leaves no stone unturned means that we are now at 

liberty to focus on our good atmosphere and hostmanship, and not worry about 

whether we have done enough in our sustainability efforts. (Hotel Butterfly homepage)

A common pattern in all three cases is an appreciation of having to include auditors in the 

translation process, as this both forced and encouraged the hotels to reflect more deeply on 

their interpretation and the choices made in operationalizing their respective sustainability 

strategies. 

5.2. Operational-mode translation 

While the majority of corporate sustainability ideas were suggested by the sustainability 

officer, the CEO or someone at the corporate chain level, it was at the same time observed 

how lower level managers and employees adapted and appropriated sustainability strategies 

designed by upper management, as well as implementing their own. Two empirical 

categories are distinguished that define the operational-mode translation perspective: the 

picking-up strategy, and employee proactivity. From an upper management perspective the 

aim was to support employee engagement across the hotels. For example, one hotel manager 

said:  
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I support such things as ‘everyday activism.’ If someone gets a good idea, I tell them 

to ‘run with it.’ If someone, for example, knows someone who sells dish cloths with 

coconut fiber instead of plastic fiber, why not have them come in to see how they 

work in the kitchen. We support those kinds of things. (Hotel manager, The Viking)

Similarly, in all three hotels, employees felt confident in taking on the translator’s role. 

Several interviewees indicated that they were encouraged to engage in translating 

sustainability strategies into everyday working practices. As explained by front-line staff at 

King Forest and Hotel Butterfly: 

They are always asking us – always, always. All they do is ask us – please tell us if 

you have good ideas about these things, because maybe you can see something 

different. (Kitchen worker, Hotel Butterfly)

I would like to do something for the hotel guests and at the same time do something 

with sustainability. I would like to come up with something new, but I am not really 

that creative and able to think about new things, and also so many things are already 

in place... But I feel confident if I had an idea; I would present it …I would not find 

it difficult to ask – suggestions are welcome here. (Intern, King Forest)

Although this latter interviewee describes herself as not being very creative and not able to 

come up with new ideas, she still signals a clear interest in shaping the sustainability strategy 

and states that she is encouraged to do so by her management. 

Picking-up strategy

When interviewing employees from the three hotels, their strong support for the hotel’s 

sustainability strategy was noted. For example, it was observed how organic standards are 

reproduced in employees’ translations of the local hotel’s CS strategy. A waiter at King 

Forest explained his reaction when, by coincidence one morning, he discovered tomatoes 

had been delivered that were not organic:

It was ordinary tomatoes – oops, this is not organic tomatoes, no label, no nothing. At 

5.30 I called my manager. He answered: ‘Is somebody ill? No, no, no, but the tomatoes 

are not organic.’ ‘Is that so?’ he replied, and said: ‘Kim, please take them back to the 

INTERNALISTIO
N OF 
SUSTAINABILT
Y

Systems

Organisational 
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truck. If the driver has left, take a picture, write something down and bring it to my 

office. But you can’t give the tomatoes to anybody.’ Concerned about the breakfast, I 

said: ‘What about the guests, they want tomatoes for breakfast?’ ‘The guests must 

understand we don’t have tomatoes today because they did not live up to our organic 

standards.’ (Waiter, King Forest)

Although it complicated his work that day, the waiter was obviously proud to tell the story 

of how the delivery of non-organic tomatoes was taken seriously by his boss. He implicitly 

stated that he felt acknowledged as an employee because he took the importance of 

sustainability ideals and organic food seriously. 

In a similar way, by noting specifically and very precisely what they do and do not 

want the hotel to be associated with, Hotel Butterfly draws on the ideal of reducing resource 

use in choosing not to throw away old plastic bags, but instead offering them to their guests: 

You can’t have a plastic bag. But then we offer them used bags that guests have left in 

the room, we put them in a basket, and then you can choose the one you want. 

(Sustainability officer, Hotel Butterfly)

There are many examples from the three hotels of how kitchen workers, housekeepers, 

receptionists and waiters loyally reproduce the hotels’ translations of sustainability ideals: 

Yeah, we have to. All girls in housekeeping know that we have to recycle the garbage 

and everything. And, for example, when the girls are cleaning the bedrooms and the 

guest is still in there, we have to make sure not to wash the towels which don’t need to 

be washed because it’s just wasting all the water and energy. (Housekeeping assistant, 

Hotel Butterfly)

All employee groups seem to feel obliged and committed to participating in the daily 

translation process of the hotel’s sustainability strategy. In the examples above and below, 

this happens through a continuous focus on using as few resources as possible in one’s daily 

work:

We recycle paper (in reception) and use the backs as notepaper. From time to time we 

need something to write a small note on for a guest or for housekeeping. So, there you 

can actually see how we physically cut paper into smaller pieces, you can see that its 

recycled paper, it doesn’t have to be perfect… And, for example, in reception we have 

a box with recycled plastic bags from the rooms. So, when guests have left bags in the 
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room, the housekeepers bring them here, they are nicely folded, and then you can just 

grab a bag if you need one. (Receptionist, Hotel Butterfly)

These statements by hotel employees show how corporate sustainability translation work 

can be identified down to the level of front-line staff at each hotel, indicating how ideas of 

sustainability are supported in everyday activities. 

Employee proactivity

Employee loyalty to hotel sustainability strategies and standards is one thing, but there were 

also examples of employee-driven sustainability initiatives, that is, initiatives generated and 

‘built up’ from the employee level itself. At the Viking, the ‘bees on the roof’ represents one 

such example: 

‘What do you think, Rasmus, wouldn’t it be cool to have bees on the roof terrace?’ 

‘Yes, a cool idea!’ And then it kind of just ran from there. And it’s a trainee project 

now. I bring all of my trainees up there all the time and teach them. Then they kind of 

hand over their knowledge to the next trainee… And the CEO (from HQ) was also 

happy about it… (Chef, the Viking)

Today, the idea of the beehive is an important part of the hotel’s profile. For the chef at the 

Viking it has become a central part of his management philosophy to spend time and energy 

on his subordinates when they come to him with such ideas. Examples of proactive 

operational-mode translations were identified across the three hotels. For example, a 

receptionist told us how she contacted management about a sustainable solution to a trivial 

but very relevant problem: 

I came up with an idea myself … you know, we rent out bikes? ... I figured we could 

make a saddle that would be sustainable, of course, but I didn’t have any idea how 

it could be done.., but then we would have something to give to the guests. You know, 

it rains a lot in Denmark, and a wet bike seat is not very nice, right? It has not been 

implemented – yet – but it was well received by the management. (Receptionist, Hotel 

Butterfly)

This is an example of a situation in which the employee does not simply pick up the 

sustainability strategy as formulated in a handbook or on the hotel’s homepage, but 

participates in proactive operational-mode translation, as her everyday work with the guests 
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has inspired her with an idea which she interprets as relevant to the sustainability strategy. 

Another example came up when talking about a kitchen worker’s everyday activities in 

support of sustainability:

Right now we are talking to a farmer outside the town who has some goats, and 

sometimes he produces goat’s cheese. We are discussing whether he could be an 

interesting supplier for us, just at this hotel…and my employees are involved in this 

process. They join me, they have tasted the cheese, they go to see the goats, and so 

on. (Chef, the Viking) 

There are other examples of employees taking initiatives related to broader sustainability 

ideals in the workplace, thus contributing to ongoing operational translations and giving rise 

to new ideas. One example of how something that was not explicitly formulated in the hotels’ 

sustainability strategy, but that one employee considered was linked to it and supported it, 

came up in interview as a proactive translation of broader aims in the strategy:

I don’t know if they told you about it, about our kitchen chef and how she came up 

with this great idea. We were using a lot of rye bread, and then there was a lot left 

over, and then she came up with an idea that we can make muesli out of it … I think 

this is the best muesli, its name is Butterfly Muesli … and what else … croissants as 

well, croissants, we don’t throw them out, we let them dry, and then we chop them and 

put them in the oven with lemon, orange sauce and agave syrup, uhm, it’s so good. 

(Kitchen worker, Hotel Butterfly)

In this case, as is evident in the example of the sustainable bike saddle, the starting point for 

an employee’s proactive translation of sustainability was often a situation he or she had 

experienced as unpleasant. Here it was wasted bread, which was then refashioned according 

to an idea for a popular sustainable food product signifying an operational mode-type of 

translation. The kitchen worker talked about this employee-generated idea with great passion 

and pride, indicating that it meant something to her to work in a hotel where sustainability 

and organic food are standard and where employees play a part in developing new working 

procedures in the kitchen. 

A common feature in these examples of micro-level translation is that they are in line 

with sustainability strategies formulated more broadly. However, they are also characterized 

by reproducing, for example, a standard, as well as by modifying and specifying its local 
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meaning by materializing a general notion into several specific activities. In some situations, 

such translation work was found rather to be proactively initiated by front-line staff or lower 

level managers. Our findings therefore show that translations do not merely trickle down 

from the top management of the organization. 

6. Discussion 

The focus on micro-level translation work at different hierarchical levels allows us to trace 

the activities of front-line staff, and not merely the perspectives of the CEOs or the company 

owners (Amaeshi et al. 2016), the board members (Rao and Tilt, 2016) or sustainability 

experts (Steinmeier, 2016). Broadening the scope from the usual concentration on the 

strategic, top management level (Aguinis and Glavas, 2012), the empirical material indicates 

the existence of a micro-level knowledge repository of how other members of an 

organization may engage in translating CS into practice. In particular, two approaches to CS 

translation were identified: high-mode translation and operational-mode translation, which 

help shed new light on how CS is actually acted upon in organizations. Figure 1 illustrates 

the translation work observed in the three studied hotels visually, summing up our findings 

subsequently. The area of investigation lies within the dotted lines.

---- Insert Figure 1 about here ----

High-mode translation 

In practice, a kind of surface-level uniformity to CS could be identified across the three 

hotels, all of which provided examples of strategizing sustainability. However, the specific 

labelling and local purposes and activities varied, indicating that corporate sustainability is 

an umbrella construct (Strand et al., 2015). As such, the strategic focus and choice of 

standards as a working tool functioned as a structuring device enabling the organization to 

navigate in an attempt to make the CS ‘master idea’ more concrete and delimit it 

(Czarniawska and Sevón, 1996). 

Corporate sustainability standards were recognized as a sort of modifier that 

presented managers and frontline employees with a frame of reference for their translation 
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work. Thus, in relation to the standards, hotel staff would encounter issues that they might 

have met otherwise or even deemed relevant. In part this means that in a specific context 

some topics would not be deemed immediately relevant and would be discontinuously 

discarded (Røvik, 2016). Closed-ended standards are similar to ready-made ideas 

(Czarniawska-Joerges and Sevon, 2005), which can pre-empt translation (Fadeeva, 2005). 

At the same time, though, there were examples where translation work contributed 

to greater levels of reflection in the particular hotel. For example, process standards are 

characterized by relatively broad guidelines which go through several rounds of intra-

organizational translation and will eventually have to include a dialogue with external 

auditors. Such dialogues may be materialized in specific procedures that are often 

accompanied by specific performance measures. Our findings indicate that a part of such 

translations, from broad guidelines and standards to organization-specific sustainability 

strategies, largely implied internal reflection and dialogue, especially between top 

management, lower level management and sustainability officers. In the case of high-mode 

translations, however, this dialogue was embedded in the existing corporate sustainability 

strategy of each hotel. 

Operational-mode translation 

The importance of employee engagement for the implementation of strategies is significant 

(Engert and Baumgartener, 2016). More precisely, apart from high-mode translations, the 

analysis shows how the engagement of employees in the translation of corporate 

sustainability strategies has a profound impact on the content and direction of such strategies. 

In many examples the translation processes were characterized by employees, as it were, 

‘picking up strategies’ and reproducing or adapting them to their everyday work. At the 

same time, allowing for and nurturing an open work environment in which employees are 

encouraged to share their ideas related to sustainability practices proved to impact not only 

on their readiness to propose such practices, but also on their engagement with them. This 

was especially evident when employees strove to bring sustainability initiatives to the 

corporate level. This part of the ‘operational-mode translation’ is called process employee 

proactivity to emphasize the fact that front-line staff possess specific knowledge that places 

them in a position to spark translation processes. In other words, operational-mode 

translation refers to how lower level managers and front-line employees voluntarily engage 
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in translation work within an organizational setting that, intentionally or not, leads to 

changes in CS practices. Such translations drew on the umbrella construct of sustainability 

but were not related to the specific standards laid down by management.

6.1 Implications for theory and practice regarding sustainability

With regard to the implications of this study for theory, this paper opens the black box of 

implementation to focus on how sustainability strategies and top management visions unfold 

and are materialized in organizations. Our findings demonstrate the importance of employee-

driven translation as an aspect of the transformation of broader sustainability strategies into 

practice. Although the hotels in our study were clearly driven by profit maximization, 

approaches to working with corporate sustainability are at the same time responses to a 

recent call for reflexivity in sustainability management (Schneider, 2015). A key message 

of this paper is that the active participation of actors at different organizational levels in the 

translation of sustainability strategies is important to help move organizations towards a 

‘sustainability logic’. 

In terms of its practical implications, the insights from this study can help clarify 

how somewhat abstract sustainability concerns are operationalized in practice. As such, the 

paper shows how the engagement not only of managers but of front-line staff in particular 

is a fruitful approach to ensuring the implementation and internalization of sustainability 

(cf. Egels-Zandén and Rosén, 2015). If organizations are to walk the talk and ensure that 

the important vision of more sustainable forms of conduct is not lost, it is essential to 

understand how employees in the organization pick up such visions. Choosing how to 

involve staff and who to involve are therefore important questions for organizations to 

decide. Fostering employee engagement often fails due to a lack of management support, a 

lack of resources or the lack of a climate of innovation (Klein and Knight 2005). This paper 

supports the message of earlier studies, namely that a corporate culture that appreciates 

employee initiatives provides a foundation for frontline staff to engage more in the initiation 

and operationalization of such practices (Engert and Baumgartner, 2016).

Our findings demonstrate how the hotels approached implementation in a dialogic 

manner, demonstrating organizational reflexivity in CS management (Schneider, 2015). 

This more democratic participation of organizational stakeholders in sustainability 

management is a way of moving from abstract CS strategies into specific work practices. 
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This provides a refined frame of reference when engaging in micro-level studies of CS 

translation that remain focused on the actor (Wæraas and Sataøen, 2014), thus teaching us 

more about the role of lower level employees as translators, as opposed to translators at 

higher hierarchical levels within the organization. We suggest the following practical 

implications:

1) An awareness of employees’ roles as active translators per se and an appreciation of 

how CR is not implemented in a 1:1 scale but molded throughout the organization. 

2) A deliberate and systematic approach to strategic sustainability communication to 

lower-level managers and employees is crucial in the effort to translate corporate 

sustainability strategies into operational work.

3) All levels of management must be prepared for spontaneous sustainability dialogues 

with employees in order to motivate them to think and speak up about procedures that could 

be changed, for example, to save water or minimize waste. 

4) A tolerance must be signaled for employee translation, experimentation and potential 

failure, which in the long run supports an organizational climate that encourages proactivity 

regarding new or adjusted sustainability practices.

7.0 Conclusion

In this paper, the notion of translation has been applied and developed further to understand 

how organizational members, including lower-level managers and front-line employees, 

engage in the transformation of corporate sustainability strategies into work practice in the 

hospitality sector. Since there is limited research on the doings of corporate sustainability 

(Engert and Baumgartner, 2015), we have used the translation lens together with a 

qualitative case study of the Danish hospitality sector to shed new light on the intra-

organizational aspects of corporate sustainability that often take the form of black boxes in 

previous research. Our study provides two key contributions.

First, by embracing the ‘micro-turn’ in corporate sustainability research, this paper 

has drawn attention to the connection between strategizing sustainability and practicing 

sustainability. Although there is a growing amount of literature on the problems involved in 

implementing corporate sustainability, essentially revealing decoupling (Delmas and 

Montes‐Sancho, 2010) or ceremonial adoption (Jamali, 2010), this focus appears to have 
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shifted attention away from the dynamics involved in micro-level practices of corporate 

sustainability. Earlier micro-level studies of the implementation of corporate sustainability 

have focused on the centrality of leadership and organizational culture (Engert and 

Baumgartner, 2016), or on employee engagement (Caliguiri et al., 2013). Our study reflects 

this in part, as the three hotels we investigated were all characterized by having engaged and 

visionary hotel managers and sustainability officers. The study does not explicitly 

investigate employees’ motivations for engaging in sustainability translation; rather, our 

focus has been on analyzing activities in respect of sustainability translation. 

Second, our study contributes to translation research by distinguishing high-mode 

translations from operational-mode translations. The former involves the translation of 

sustainability into strategies, organization-specific labels and certain standards that should 

be followed. As such, it organizes structures for subsequent translations to take place within 

the organization. In turn, operational-mode translations highlight the importance of a focus 

on employees’ own proactive translation work. Such translation work is not only reflected 

in lower level employees’ responses to management translations, it is also initiated more 

independently by frontline employees and performed by lower level employees. This 

operational mode-type of translation appears to be distinct and locally anchored, rather than 

following a general pattern across cases, as many quite different examples were uncovered 

in each case. 

7.1 Limitations of the study and future research directions

Case studies have been subjected to a number of criticisms, including that of a lack of 

generalizability. The case study approach is not concerned with statistical generalizability 

and will not necessarily generalize to populations, in this case the hospitality sector in 

general. Instead analytical generalization addresses conceptual expansion and 

generalizability to theoretical understandings or propositions, which requires the use of the 

existing literature to assess the fit with existing concepts and knowledge. The rich in-depth 

case-study analysis, including the context of each case study, is also necessary in order to 

draw analytical generalization, as it provides the reader with knowledge of the sites to which 

the method is applied. In this way, a prior understanding is provided of whether it is 

reasonable for the reader to conclude that findings can be extended. 
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However, sampling three hotels with a high CR profile will say nothing about hotels 

with a lax approach to CR. Thus, studies of other hotels might have provided a different 

picture in terms of the empirical findings. It would be relevant to seek validation of the 

suggested findings, as testing the boundaries of the concepts developed in this paper can be 

done by selecting relevant embedded cases that show a greater level of heterogeneity. Such 

studies should clearly argue for the characteristics of the selected hotels in the sample.

There is an increasing interest in the intra-organizational processes of CS 

implementation (Cooper et al., 2017). A growing body of literature considers the problems 

pertaining to this process, essentially revealing the widespread existence of organizational 

decoupling (Delmas and Montiel, 2008) and (Delmas and Montes‐Sancho, 2010) and the 

‘ceremonial’ or purely symbolic adoption of CS standards in organizations lacking actual 

applications of it (Jamali, 2010). This focus appears to have shifted attention away from the 

dynamics involved in micro-level practices of CS implementation (i.e. ‘operational-mode 

translation’). This paper indicates that standards have an important function in the translation 

of corporate sustainability in the hospitality sector, and most likely in other sectors as well. 

Further research should shed light on how translation relates to the different standards and 

how the individual makes use of standards in light of the broader significance of 

sustainability in their translation efforts.
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Table 1

Perspectives on CS adaption in the organization

Strategic perspective Organizational behavior Institutional perspective Translation 

Key focus Understanding the 

business case, 

competitive advantages, 

and organizational 

capabilities 

for CS 

Understanding perceptions 

and competences in CS 

behavior. Focus on clarity 

of roles and 

responsibilities

Understanding the 

diffusion of CS, and  how 

CS is adopted in a 

‘ceremonial way’ 

(decoupling)

Understanding CS as a 

‘travelling idea’

that is translated from 

strategic to operational 

levels

Preferred unit 

of analysis 

Top management/ 

boards/owners/strategic 

level/ ROI

Individual behavior Inter-organizational level Processes and translation 

agents

Critique Downplays micro-level 

influence on 

sustainability

Focus on generic behavior 

on behalf of context-

specific local context

Downplays influence of

intra-organizational and 

micro-level on 

sustainability

Case-sensitive, and not 

easily generalized to 

other contexts
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(2016)
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Singh & El-Kassar  (2019)

Jamali (2010)

Delmas & Montes‐Sancho, 

(2010)

Vidal et al., (2010)

Allen, Bringman & 

Marschal (2016)

Strannegaard (2000)

Stål et al. (2015)
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Table 2

Data sources divided on cases

The Viking Hotel Butterfly King Forest

Interviews (number) Sustainability officer (1)

HR Officer chain (1)

Hotel manager (1)

Employees (5)

Sustainability officer (1)

Employees (6)

Sustainability officer (1)

Employees (9)

Archival data Website

Sustainability reports

Website

Sustainability reports

Website

Sustainability reports

Observation 

(hours)

Field observation (3)

Introductory meeting with 

employees (5)

Field observation (10) Field observation (11)

One-day introductory meeting 

with employees (8)

Table 3

Simplified data structure

First-order themes Second-order themes Aggregated dimensions

CS visions embedded owner

CS in top managements’ values

CS in strategy

Ambiguity in sustainability labelling in 

society 

CSR connotations with buying 

indulgences

Using standards as a way of setting 

ambitious goals

Impact of audits on practice

Strategizing: the vision of sustainability

Labelling: signaling uniqueness

Standards as structuring device

High Mode Translations

Managers walking the talk about 

sustainability and ecology

Employees telling managers about 

controversial food products 

Employees suggesting re-use of resources

Employees taking lead on specific 

sustainable actions

Employees thinking about sustainability 

in private life

Picking Up Strategy

Employee Proactivity

Operational Mode Translation

Table 4
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Sustainability standards adopted by the three hotels

Standards The Viking The Butterfly King Forest

Green Key

Nordic Ecolabel

UN Global compact

GRI

Green Globe

Ø-label (national organic 

certification)

Green Key

DS 49001

ISO 26000IHG 

Green Engage system (own)

UN Global Compact

ISO 14001

Green Key

Figure 1. Translation modes

Sustainability ideas in society

Organizational translations of CS
High-mode translations

- Strategizing
- Standards: structuring
 device
- Signal uniqueness

Operational mode translations

- Picking up strategy
- Employee proactivity
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Highlights

 The hospitality sector is characterized by major environmental liabilities such as 

water consumption, electricity consumption and waste creation to justify that 

sustainability work has an important role to play in this sector.

  The existing literature on corporate sustainability largely has a strategic and top 

management focus and little is known about the adaptation of sustainability practices 

intra-organizationally.

 This paper opens the black box of sustainability adaptations in organization by 

analyzing the translations efforts of both middle managers and front-line employees.

 The paper distinguishes two coexisting and interrelated modes of translation.

 High-mode translation signifies how upper management translates sustainability 

concerns into strategies, standards and organization-specific labels, operational-mode 

translation signifies how lower level managers and front-line employees adapt 

sustainability strategies as well as engaging in employee-driven sustainability 

initiatives.


